
Parish Pastoral Council 25 March, 2020 

Report on Ecumenism 

 

On 4 March Sarah Johnston, Patricia and I met Aunty Pam Bell at Galutzi Café for a 

discussion of the Uluru Statement from the Heart and how we could work in the Parish to 

bring about its aims in our congregations. The main points which Aunty Pam made were 

 

• That the members of the Aboriginal community in the ACT and local regional area 

were mostly Catholic. 

• That we need to have an Aboriginal committee in the Parish. She believes that there 

is a community committee at Narrabundah. 

• That the Aboriginal population in Canberra lives mainly in the older areas of the city. 

• That we should have a copy of the Uluru Statement in St Augustine’s Church. 

• That we should hold an Aboriginal Mass, with readings linked to sections of the 

Uluru Statement, and that the permission of the Elders in the local community may be 

needed for the use of some specific sections. 

• That there are various days that are important to the Aboriginal community, involving 

themes relating to children and reconciliation. 

• That there were various activities in NAIDOC (National Aborigines and Islanders 

Day Observance Committee) Week in September, which we could consider. 

• That there were various members of the Aboriginal community in Yass and beyond 

whom we should involve in our further discussions. 

• That we should make contact with Sally Fitzgerald in Canberra and arrange to meet 

her. 

 

Sarah spoke about her contact with NATSICC, (National Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Catholic Council) and passed on to me a statement from NATSICC and the 

plaque which she had obtained from it. There was unanimous support for the idea that the 

plaque should be displayed in St Augustine’s Church and some discussion about where 

that might be. 

 

Attachment 1 - The Uluru Statement from the Heart, with related commentary 

 

Attachment 2 -  Statement  from NATSICC 

 

Attachment 3 -  The plaque 

 

On 11 March Sarah, Patricia and I, Aunty Pam and Sally Fitzgerald held a second 

meeting at Galutzi in which Sally outlined her work in order to involve Aboriginal 

members of the Catholic Church in the specific life of the parishes in the Canberra region. 

The main points were 

 

• That the ACM (Aboriginal Catholic Ministry), had started to introduce Masses to 

the parishes. 

• That Aboriginal women in particular were angry about being told what to do, as 

they had a deeply located sense of spirituality in their own culture. 

• That there were specific ways in which things should be done, involving such 

things as having  

o a smoking ceremony outside as well as a Welcome to Country 

o a water ceremony if there were a ban on fires  

o an Elder walking ahead of the priest into Mass 

o two readers, one Aboriginal and one from the Parish  

o a ritual for the Gospel involving a message stick 

o both children and parents doing the Offertory 
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o the involvement of both the didgeridoo and clapsticks at specific points 

o a microphone on the floor for the didgeridoo 

o clapsticks instead of bells at the Consecration  

o no handshaking 

o at least one Aboriginal Eucharistic Minister 

o a clap beat at the Absolution and Our Father. 

 

Attachment 4 -  Aboriginal Catholic Ministry (ACM) -  Parish Guidelines for shared masses 

 

Sally concluded by discussing the forthcoming NATSICC Spirituality & Formation Retreat at 

St Clement’s Retreat Centre, Galong on 20-23 April, 2020. She had been successful in getting 

it to come to Galong for the first time. It has now been deferred to a later date, tentatively 5-8 

October. 

 

Attachment 5 -  The poster for the Retreat 

 

 

 

Bryan Coleborne 

22 March, 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
















